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amuse
achieve
amaze
judge

bi

Prefix

EN 201

Meaning

Example

re-

again

rewrite

= write again

pre-

before

prehistoric

= before history

post-

after

postwar

= after the war

anti-

against

antisocial

mis-

wrongly

misspell

= spell wrongly

non-

without, not

nonstop

= without stop

dis-

not

disagree

= not agree

’

= against society
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Meaning

Prefix

Example

un-

not

unusual

= not usual

in-

not

incomplete

= not complete

im-

not

impossible

= not possible

correct

-+

incorrect

(not correct)

possible

+

impossible (not possible)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rn~~~~~~~~~~~~~

b~9l~dl6d

prefix &6imaluVUlf.l

w?~sn'od~lu t4pd
inside

wwh3.1

increase W'N~.I

outside

import WNfilU

internal

export

decrease

WNGl3.I external

Exercise 1 There is a missing word in each sentence. The missing words are...
.

rewrite

misspell

prehistoric

nonstop

disagree

antisocial

unusual

incomplete

impossible

Fill in the blank with these missing words.

1. Most birds can fly, so the ostrich is
56

because it cannot fly.
EN 201

2.

I made a lot of mistakes in my letter, so I will

3. My homework is
4. If you fly

the letter before I send it.

because I did not have time to finish it.
from New York, you will arrive in Los Angeles at 4.00 p,m.; if

you stop in Chicago and Denver, you will arrive at 8.00 p.m.
5. People often ___- her name because it’s very difficult.
6. We know very little about life in

times because the people who lived in

those times did not know how ta write.
7. Some people think he is

because he likes to stay alone and does not

like to talk to other people.
8. My friends think English is easy, but I

with them because learning

English is very difficult for me.

Exercise 2

Read the following sentences and tell the meanings of the italicized
words by writing these meanings in the blank spaces provided. The
first one is an example.

1.

Many American marriages end in divorce, but most of these divorced people
will find new husbands and wives and remany after one or two years.
remarry

2.

= marry again

Our library contains a large fiction collection (novels, short stories, and other
books that tell a story); but most students use the library’s nonfiction collection
because these books contain important information for their studies.
nonfiction

=

3 . Thousands of antiwar demonstrators marched to the capital city shouting ‘No
more war!‘.
antiwar

EN 201
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4. If a teacher misinforms students, they will be confused because students
always expect their teachers to give them the correct information.
misinform

=

5. Before industrialization, this was an agricultural society, but after years of
being an industrial society it is becoming a postindustrial

society.

postindustrial =
6. When I was a child, I depended on my parents for food, clothing, and shelter;
but now I am independent and must find these things for myself.
independent

=

7. In this book, vocabulary preparation is prereading activities. First, we study
the vocabulary and then we read the text.
prereading =

Exercise 3 Use the given words to fill in the blank spaces. The first one is an
example.

1.

I must disconnect the electricity before I repair this lamp. I will connect the
electricity again when I finish. (connect /disconnect)

2.

The recreation center has two swimming pools, an indoor pool and an outdoor
pool. We use the
use the

3. The

in the summer when the weather is warm, and we

pool in the winter when the weather is cold. (indoor I outdoor)
Affairs Officer works with people inside the company, and the
Affairs Officer works with people outside the company. (internal /

external)
cars, televisions, and computers from other

4 . In our country, we

oil, coffee, and sugar to other countries, (import /

countries, and we
export)
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5. We always

our door at night, but if you ring the bell we will

the door so that you can come in. (lock I unlock)
6. You can

a football by pumping air into the ball, but the ball

will

if there is a hole in it. (inflate / deflate)

7. When you

, you push air out of your lungs; when you

,you pull

air into your lungs. (inhale / exhale)
8. Be sure to

the lens of the camera before you take the photograph,

and

the lens with the lens cap after you take the photograph. (cover

/ uncover)
9. Use English every day and your vocabulary will
vocabulary

will

However,

your

if you did not use English regularly. (increase /

decrease)
10. A

comes at the end of a word, and a

comes at the

beginning of a word. (prefix / suffix)

Prefix

I

Example

Meaning

I

mal- bad

malpractice

wrong doing, neglect of duty

mis -wrong

misstatement

wrong

pseudo - false

pseudonym

name taken, especially an author, instead of

statement

his real name

EN 201
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Prefix

Example

Meaning

arch-

archbishop

chief bishop

hyper-

hypertension

very high blood pressure

mini-

mini-bus

small bus

out-

outgrow

grow too large or too tall

over-

overdo

do too much

sub-

subnormal

below normal

super-

supermarket

large self-service store selling food, household goods,
etc.

sur-

surfeit

too much of anything, especially food and drink

ultra-

ultra-sonic

relating to sound waves beyond the range of normal
human

under-

undertone

audibility

low, quiet tone

Exercise 4 There is a missing word in each sentence. The missing words are.. .
mini-bus

arch bishop

outgrow

supermarket

subnormal

overdo

hypertension

undertones

malpractice

misstatements

Fill in the blank with these missing words.

1. All the media try to avoid making

in the reporting of news because
.
such incorrect information could have serious results.
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2. Someone with a

temperature has a temperature that is below

normal.
3.

People do not like to ride on a

because it is too small and dan-

gerous.
4.

My teacher always talks in

, and the students cannot hear what she is

saying.
5. My daughters

for their clothes; they grow so fast that I have to get

them new clothes every month.
6.

You should work hard, but don’t

7.

it and make yourself ill.

affects more people in Western countries than in Third World
countries.

8.

Nowadays, there are many

in Bangkok where people can buy food,

household goods and many more.
9. Every church district is governed by an
10.

.

caused him to be dethroned as P.M.

Chatchai’s

Exercise 5 Read the following sentences and tell the meanings of the italicized words by writing these meanings in the blank spaces provided.
The first one is an example.

1.

Mr. Johnson suffered a misfortune.
misfortune

2.

= bad luck

Children from remote areas in Thailand do not get enough food; they all suffer
from

ma/nutrition.

ma/nutrition =

EN 201
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3.

Somsri looks on everything with a hypercritical eye; she criticizes even small
faults.
hypercritical =

4.

Noi works very hard; she works as if she was a superhuman.
superhuman =

5.

People in New York always travel by subway because they can go faster than
usual.
subway

=

6. Sangdao’s ambition outran her ability: she was ambitious to do more than she
was able to do.
outran

=

7. His father died of an overdose of morphine.
overdose =
8.
.

Careful drivers minimize accidents on the roads.
minimize

9.

=

The beauty of the scenery surpassed my expectations.
surpassed =

10. Carefully Julia felt her way, knowing that one small misstep left or right on the
slippery path would lead to certain death.
misstep
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Prefix

Example

Meaning

I

anti- (adj.)

anti-aircraft

use against enemy aircraft

co- (n.)

co-religi&ist

one or two or more persons who adhere to the
same religion

counter- (n.)

Counter-attack

attack made’in reply to an attack by the enemy

pro- (adj.)

pro-American

in favor of American

pro-Chancellor

acting as

Prefix

Meaning

Example

inter- (adj.)

international

between

sub- (n.)

sub-committee

committee formed from members of a main

nations

committee
super- (adj.)

supernatural

of that which is not controlled or explained by
physical laws

trans- (adj.)
(vt, vi)

EN201

transatlantic

beyond the Atlantic

transplant

move from one place to another
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I

Prefix

Example

Meaning

ex - (n.)

ex-presiden t

former

fore - (vt.)

foresee

know beforehand ’

post - (vt.)

postdate

put a date later than the date of writing

pre - (v-t.)

prearrange

Arrange

re - (vt.)

recall

bring back to the mind

I

president

in advance

Exercise 6 Take the given prefixes and place them in front of the words and write
the meanings of the new words. The first one is an example.

Exercise 7 There is a missing word in each sentence. These words are...
supernatural

foresee

pro-American

sub-committee

transplant

ex-president

postdate

recall

international

prearranged
Use these words to fill in the blank spaces.

1.
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Mr. Ronald Reagan was the United States
EN 201

2.

Mr. Anand Punyarachun attended the

conference in Singapore.

3.

Dr. Chat met his ex-wife according to

plan.

4. Can you

your schooldays?

5. Please do not

your contract because it is illegal.
to work on this problem.

6.

The dean has appointed

7.

One of my friends already had kidney

8. Fortune tellers can
9.

what will happen in the future.

Superstitious persons always believe in

10. Thongchai is

#

forces.

. He talks about America very often.

Exercise 8 Read the given sentences and write the meanings of the italicized
words into the spaces given. The first one is an example.

1.

Thanya is an ex-student of Ramkhamhaeng University.
ex-student

2.

= former student

Someone who is anti-social is unwilling to meet and be friendly with other
people.
anti-social

3.

Many students go on and do postgraduate work..
postgraduate

4.

=

With a list of forethought, life can be made a lot easier.
forethought

6.

=

We managed to get the subcontract for that job in America.
subcontract

5.

=

=

He transcribed the recording of school children.
transcribed

EN201

=
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7. Political power counterbalances the other influences in society.
counterbalances =
8.

The social class into which a child is born often seems to predetermine his
later career.
predetermine

9.

=

The actors reappeared on the stage, and the audience applauded very
loudly.

Prefix

D

=

reappeared

Meaning

Example
monorail

single rail

monocle

eyeglass for one eye only

uni-

uniform

not varying in form

bi-two

bilingual

having two languages

bicycle

two-wheeled machine for riding on

digraph ”

two letters that represent a single sound

dichotomy

division into two

triangle

plane figure with three straight sides

tricolor

a flag of three colors in stripes of the same

nono-one

di-

tri-three

width
multi-many
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multiple

having many parts or elements

multiform

having many forms or shapes
EN 201

Prefix

PoWmy

PolY-

Meaning

Example

customs of having more than one wife at the
same time

polyglot

Prefix
a-ab-

knowing, using, written in, many languages

Meaning

Example
absent

sway from

amoral

lot concerned with moral

ashore

)n the shore

afield

n the field

advance

come or go forward

adjoin

oe next to or nearest

ambi-

ambiguous

having more than one meaning

anti-

anti-social

against society

antibiotic

destroying bacteria

coher B

stick together

co-education

education of boys and girls together

con-, col-

conjoin

join together

corn-. cor-

collect

bring together

combine

join together

correlate

relate with

ad-

co-

science of the earth’s surface
science of the earth’s history as shown by its
crust, rocks, etc.
EN 201
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Prefix

Example

Meaning

homo-

homogeneous

of the same kind

in-, im-

insert

put in

imprison

put in prison

neo-

neologism

inventing of new words

sym-, syn-

sympathy

sharing the feelings of others

synchronize

happen at the same time

Exercise 9 Underline the prefix in each word and match the meaning at the right
hand side to that at the left-hand side. The first one is an example.
1 .i a s h o r e

a. stick together

2. ambiguous

b. put in prison

3. combine

c. having two languages

4. geology

d. eyeglass for one eye only

5. imprison

e. custom of having more than one
wife at the same time

6. bilingual

f. division into two contradictory

7. triangle

g. join together

8. monocle

h. plane figure with three straight
sides

9. polygamy

i.

having more than one meaning

IO. dichotomy

j. on the shore

11. cohere

k. science of the earth’s history as
shown by its crust, rocks, etc.
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